


LEXUS IS F UPDATETEST DRIVE
THE IS F

We hope to have conveyed in these pages that the IS F offers an 
entirely new and exhilarating driving experience. But there is only one 
way to feel the pure driving pleasure it offers - and that's to get behind 
the wheel and try it for yourself. Visit your nearest Lexus Centre to 
arrange a test drive.
For more information and the location of your nearest Lexus Centre, 
please visit our website www.lexus.co.uk or call 0845 129 5484.

Toyota (GB) PLC
Lexus Division

Tel: 0845 129 5484
information@ld.lexus.co.uk

END-OF-LIFE VEHICLES
Taking care of the environment is a 
priority for Lexus. We're working to 
ensure that during the life cycle of our 
vehicles - from design, production, 
distribution, sales and service to 
end-of-life - their environmental impact is 
minimised. You can find detailed 
information on environmental 
performance at www.lexus.co.uk

Please note while every effort is made to 
reproduce accurate information, we 
reserve the right to change 
specifications, equipment and availability 
without prior notice. This brochure 
cannot be regarded as infallible (the car 
shown is left-hand drive) and as such 
does not constitute an offer for sale of the 
particular car shown. Information in this 
brochure was correct at the time of 
going to press.





BORN ON  
THE RACETRACK

Born on the Fuji Speedway and tested on some of the most demanding race 
circuits in the world, the IS F is the first release in the Lexus ultra-high performance 
sports series. 

Built by hand, a 5.0-litre V8 engine propels the IS F from zero to 62mph in  
just 4.8 seconds. To harness this exhilarating power, Lexus created the world’s 
most advanced eight-speed Sport Direct Shift transmission, with an upshift  
speed of just one tenth of a second (in manual mode), one of the fastest gear shifts 
in the world. 

The influences of Formula 1 can be seen throughout the vehicle — in the race-tuned 
suspension, titanium intake valves and extremely powerful brakes, for example. And 
also reminiscent of F1, every muscular contour of the IS F is shaped for speed. The 
aerodynamically advanced body allows track performance of up to 168mph, while 
the composite underbody fairings ensure maximum downforce. 

To enhance traction and stability during high-speed cornering, the IS F is fitted with 
a Limited Slip Differential (LSD), which automatically diverts drive torque to the rear 
wheel with the most grip, for example to the outside rear wheel when cornering. 
This compact torsion LSD resulted in vastly improved track times for Lexus’ test 
team on the Fuji Speedway. 

Off the track, the IS F is just as impressive. Meticulous sound engineering lets you 
fully appreciate the premium sound system; dynamic safety features enhance peace 
of mind; sophisticated cabin design ensures supreme comfort.

  The IS F sets new standards in the pursuit of perfection. Experience it for yourself.   

‘I wanted to develop a car that I truly want to own, a car I want to keep driving 
for the pure fun of it. With the IS F, I think anyone who holds the steering wheel 
will feel that sense of exhileration.’
YUKIHIKO YAGUCHI, IS F CHIEF ENGINEER

























The black semi-aniline leather of the IS F is 
beautifully soft. It’s also practical for racing 
purposes - the material is perforated to 
enhance comfort. The seats are all carefully 
stitched in attractive blue thread and feature the 
‘F’ logo.

For an alternative look, soft white Fuji leather 
can be specified.

Soft Black semi-aniline leather, perforated and embossed with the 'F' logo

Soft Fuji White leather, perforated and embossed with the 'F' logo



has USB and auxiliary input sockets that enable 
the connection of poratble media players, such as 
an iPod® or MP3 Player

/ USB CONNECTIVITY





Limited Slip Differential

Semi-aniline Fuji white and black perforated leather upholstery, 
embossed with the 'F' logo



BIK Tax band (10/11) 35%



B
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* Solid paint

Arctic Pearl (077)Ultra Blue (8U1)

Palladio Silver (1F2)Velvet Black* (212)Cadoxton Slate (1G0)

Mesa Red (3R1)

COLOURS

Soft Black semi-aniline leather, perforated and embossed with the ‘F’ logo Soft Fuji White leather, perforated and embossed with the ‘F’ logo

OWNING A LEXUS

ROADSIDE ASSISTANCE

We want to ensure that you enjoy driving your Lexus
anywhere in Europe with complete peace of mind. 
This is why we provide you with Lexus Roadside
Assistance, delivered 24 hours a day, 365 days a 
year in both the UK and Europe*. Your membership
includes a full range of benefits and services as the 
driver or passenger of any vehicle, not just while you
are driving your Lexus. Your partner is also eligible 
for the same service provided you both reside at the 
same address. To find out more information, or to 
register your partner with Lexus Roadside
Assistance call the Lexus Contact Centre on 0800 
169 0393.

* Lexus Roadside Assistance is provided for the first
three years of owning your new Lexus and is 
transferable to subsequent users.

12-YEAR CORROSION PERFORMANCE
WARRANTY

A 12-year unlimited mileage warranty covers the 
vehicle against rust perforation through any sheet 
metal body panel (subject to certain exclusions
specified in the warranty booklet) occurring as a 
result of a manufacturing or assembly defect in the 
vehicle. The warranty booklet supplied with each 
new vehicle gives full details. This warranty is  also 
transferable to subsequent owners.

ACESSORIES

Please consult your local Lexus Centre for the full 
specification of approved Lexus Accessory
products.

LEXUSCARE©

For us, caring for your Lexus is the equivalent of 
caring for you, our customer. Each member of the 
Lexus team has honed their skills and knowledge to 
ensure that you experience the highest levels of care.
This extends to every aspect of our service.
Wherever possible we will provide are placementcar 
while yours is being maintained and we aim to 
ensure that any time you spend with us in the Lexus
Lounge is relaxing and enjoyable. Read a paper,
watch television or even work on your laptop.
Excellence of service is more than just a goal, it’s a 
passion for all of us. And, through our LexusCare©
programme, that passion endures long after your car 
has left the showroom.

THREE-YEAR COMPREHENSIVE WARRANTY

Any defect that is attributable to a manufacturing or 
assembly defect under normal use is covered by
your warranty. This provision applies for a period of 
three years or 60,000miles, which ever comes first,
with no mileage limit for the first year. In the event of a 
breakdown immobilising your Lexus, the cost of 
recovering it to the nearest Lexus Centre is also 
covered if that breakdown is the result of a 
warrantable defect.

THREE-YEAR SURFACE RUST AND 
PAINTWORK WARRANTY

The three-year, unlimited mileage warranty covers
surface rust and paint defects on any painted body 
panels due to a fault in material or workmanship.

LEXUS FINANCIAL SERVICES

Lexus Financial Services offers a wide range of 
finance plans. From the affordability of our Hire
Purchase and Contract Purchase plans, through to 
the competitiveness of our Contract Hire and 
Leasing packages, Lexus Financial Services has a 
product to suity our requirements. Simply visit your
local Lexus Centre to discuss the most suitable
package. To help maximise your enjoyment of your
new car we also offer a comprehensive choice of 
insurance plans to protect you and your investment.

Please visit www.lexus.co.uk/financial_services for 
further information. Lexus Financial Services is a 
trading name of Toyota Financial Services (UK) PLC.
Toyota Financial Services(UK) PLC is authorised and 
regulated by the Financial Services Authority.

WORLD-LEADING QUALITY

Since its launch Lexus has been in the vanguard of 
what is achievable in the luxury automobile category.
Our list of awards and quality records are proof of 
this achievement:

Lexus won the Gold Award in the 2008 J.D.
Power and Associates UK Customer Satisfaction 
Study for the eighth successive year. Lexus
continues to lead the industry in three out of the 
four categories—Vehicle Quality and Reliability,
Vehicle Appeal and Service Satisfaction.

•

• Lexus was voted Best Manufacturer in the 2008 
Auto Express Car Reliability and Satisfaction 
surveyfor the seventh consecutive year.


